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MEASUREMENT OF CROSS SECTIONS OF HEAVYFRAGMENTS FORMED IN THE INTERACTION OF0.65�12.7 GeV 4He WITH 209Bi�. Todorovi¢Institute of Physis, P.O. Box 68, 11080 Belgrade, YugoslaviaA. DjordjevihCity University of Hong Kong, 83 Tat Chee Avenue, Hong Kong, Chinaand S. Savovi¢Faulty of Siene, R. Domanovi¢a 12, 34000 Kragujeva, Yugoslavia(Reeived February 17, 2003; revised version reeived May 23, 2003)Formation of heavy fragments in the �ssion mass region during theinteration with 209Bi of the 0.65, 1.74, 5.1, 8.8 and 12.7 GeV 4He is stud-ied using a sandwih on�guration of the Makrofol polyarbonate trakdetetor. Events are analyzed in whih at least one heavy fragment is de-teted. Fragments produed in the experiment are identi�ed and a model-free event-by-event analysis is performed in order to separate di�erent pro-dution mehanisms. The ross setions and experimental features aredetermined for these reation mehanisms, and so are their variations withthe inident energy. Results are ompared to the orresponding protoninteration data.PACS numbers: 25.55.�e, 25.70.Pq, 25.85.�w1. IntrodutionHigh-energy nuleon or light-ion interations with heavy nulei produea spetrum of reation produts, whih suggests the ourrene of a numberof ompeting proesses. In suh interations, a signi�ant yield has been ob-served of slow, heavy fragments with the mass number A > 40 [1�6℄. Basedon their mass number and energy, these fragments are ommonly lassi�edinto two domains: one for those with A lose to the target mass numberAt(A & 2=3At) and energy E=A < 0:1 MeV; and the other for fragments(4205)



4206 �. Todorovi¢, A. Djordjevih, S. Savovi¢in the �ssion mass region 40 < A . 2=3At and energy E=A � 0:1 � 0:7MeV. Fragments from the former domain are probably formed as residualsin the peripheral asade-evaporation proess after the esape of nuleons ornuleon assoiations. The latter domain orresponds to a omplex mixtureof �ssion fragments (FF) and heavy residue (HR) that results from the de-exitation of highly exited primary target residue through the emission oflower energy partiles or intermediate-mass fragments (IMF: 3 � Z � 20).A number of possible reation mehanisms have been onsidered for produ-tion of these fragments, inluding two modes of �ssion, deep spallation andfragmentation [2�4, 6�9℄. A method of measuring heavy fragments is neededthat would improve the ability to distinguish between produts originatingfrom di�erent reation hannels.The main goal of the study being reported is the measurement and analy-sis of ross setions for the prodution of heavy fragments in the �ssion massregion during the interation of the 0.65�12.7 GeV 4He with 209Bi. Instead ofusing heavy ions, we use light ones as projetiles in our asymmetri system.Light-ion projetiles are known to provide several important advantages forthe study of the nulear fragmentation proesses, inluding: (i) all of the de-teted fragments are emitted from the target; and (ii) the low enter-of-massveloity allows for high-preision measurement of relative veloities and an-gular orrelations. In our experiments, we use Makrofol polyarbonate trakdetetors in a on�guration that allows the orrelative measurement of thereation produts with atomi number Z � 8 in a geometry approahing 4�,and a detail lassi�ation of events from di�erent reation hannels.2. Experimental methodThe detetors used in this experiment were two Makrofol foils of the size(40�30�0:2) mm3. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a bismuth target was sandwihedbetween them by evaporating it onto one of the foils under high vauum,pressing the other one onto it, and bonding the foils together along twoopposite sides using methylhloride. The sandwih pakets thus produedwere vauum-sealed in plasti bags to assure ontat between the target andfoils. The target thikness (whih varied from sandwih to sandwih) wasbetween 90 and 130 �g/m2 (measurement auray 10 perent).The targets prepared in this manner were exposed to either 0.65 or 1.74GeV 4He ion beams with normal inidene and �ux of 6�109 and 4:7�1010alpha partiles, respetively, in a Synhrotron mahine in Salay (Frane).In a Synhrophasotron in Dubna (Russia), additional targets were exposedto 5.1, 8.8 and 12.7 GeV 4He ions with a �ux of 8 � 1010 alpha partiles.The three �ux values were determined with a 10 perent auray. Theywere applied over an area measuring (30� 20) mm2.
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Fig. 1. Detetor shematis.Following the exposition, targets were dissolved by nitrate aid. Eahdetetor was then ethed twie in a 20 perent NaOH solution at 60ÆC over a25 and 75 minute period, with rinsing in between in water and alohol (for 25and 10 minutes, respetively). Agitation by ultrasound was used to aid thereagent di�usion between the Makrofol foils during the target dissolution,trak ething and rinsing in water and alohol. For IMFs 8 � Z � 20and 10 < REL < 23 MeV mg�1 m2, (REL stands for Restrited EnergyLosses), the di�erene between the trak portions ethed during the �rstand seond round of ething was visible. This simpli�ed the fragments'parameter identi�ation (mean trak eth rate and the total range). Thus,we were able to identify the energy and harge of the IMFs with a hargeresolution of �Z � 1 [10,11℄.A reord of traks (after the seond round of ething) is shown in Fig.2 for an event with one IMF and one heavy fragment produed by theinteration of the 8.8 GeV 4He with 209Bi. For the trak pertaining to theIMF, the di�erene between the setions developed during di�erent rounds ofething is evident. The traks formed by heavy fragments with Z > 20 ouldeasily be reognized beause of their high eth-rate. They were almost fullydeveloped after the �rst ething. Their mass and energy were determinedfrom the empirial energy-range E = f(R) and mass-range A = f(R;E)relations [11℄. The unertainty limits are approximately 10 u and 10 MeV,respetively.One ethed, detetor foils were reassembled together with a graduatedmesh. They were vauum-resealed in plasti bags in order to restore theiroriginal on�guration. Detetors were then sanned and trak parameterswere measured under the optial magni�ation of a mirosope of 300�,and 900�, respetively. The sanning revealed events with one trak eah(disassoiated from other traks) and also events with two, three or fourtraks interseting in the planes of the respetive targets (whih indiated
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Fig. 2. Reord of an event with one IMF and one heavy fragment (8.8 GeV4He+209Bi) after the seond ething.that eah suh group of traks was formed by fragments from one and thesame interation).For detetors of the type deployed in this study, it is neessary to in-trodue a orretion for the number of events observed. The reasons forthis inlude (i) the inability to detet fragments at angles beyond ritial,and (ii) the oinidene of events of di�erent type. Absorption of the frag-ments by the 209Bi target ould also be onsidered in priniple, but for thetarget thikness below 130 �g/m2 a loss of less than one perent of frag-ments ours, whih was negleted. Critial angles (for the ause (i) above)were evaluated based on the experimentally obtained angular distributionof energy for the reation produts, whih was then used to estimate thedetetion e�ieny during sanning: 90�95 perent for heavy fragments and80�90 perent for IMFs. The oinidene of two single traks (ause (ii)above) or of a single trak and a binary event may lead to false binary orternary events, respetively. The frequeny of ourrene of suh oini-denes has been alulated assuming a Poisson distribution for the spatialdistribution of the reation events. Perentages for the double and triplerandom oinidenes were thus estimated at 0.05�0.2 and 2�5 perent of therespetive numbers of times these events were observed.3. Results and disussionAll observed target produts were identi�ed and events from di�erentreation hannels were lassi�ed. Events with a heavy residue were hara-terized by the presene of only one heavy fragment Z > 20 or groups withone heavy fragment and one or more IMFs (MH = 1 events). Cases with



Measurement of Cross Setions of Heavy Fragments . . . 4209only one heavy fragment in the range R � 5�m were not analyzed beausethey were muh less learly de�ned. Based on the range-energy dependenefor these fragments in Makrofol [12℄, it was determined that their energy wasE=A < 0:1 MeV. Representing residuals with mass number A lose to thetarget mass number At(A & 2=3At), the most of these fragments were prob-ably formed in the peripheral asade-evaporation proess after the esapeof nuleons or nuleon assoiations [13℄. The �ssion events with two heavyfragments (Z > 20) were inluded irrespetive of whether oinident IMFs(8 � Z � 20) existed (MH = 2 events). In Table I is given the number of theanalyzed events where one (MH = 1), two (MH = 2) and three (MH = 3)heavy fragments Z > 20 are registered, and the total number of events.TABLE IThe number of events studied in di�erent event ategories and the total number ofevents for projetile energies used.E (GeV) 0.65 1.74 5.1 8.8 12.7MH = 1 328 857 1520 2808 2589MH = 2 1641 1632 1751 2588 1961MH = 3 � 12 35 102 91Total 1969 2501 3306 5498 4641Mass and energy distributions are shown in Fig. 3 for heavy fragmentsprodued in the events with MH = 2 and MH = 1 in the 8.8 GeV 4He+209Biinteration. It an be observed that the mass distribution of heavy fragmentsfor MH = 1 events is in the range of �ssion fragment masses. This agreeswith earlier reported mass and energy distributions for heavy fragments inthe �ssion mass region [1�7℄ whih were determined by di�erent tehniquesfor monitoring interations of high-energy nuleon and light-ion projetileswith heavy nulei. Ternary events with three orrelated heavy fragments(MH = 3) ontributed to less than 2 perent of the total number of eventsand were not analyzed further for lak of reliable statistis.It was observed that the multipliity of intermediate mass fragmentsfor events with one heavy fragment (Z > 20) varied from 0 to 3. Eventswith multipliity MobsIMF = 0 were produed mainly in deep spallation andfragmentation proesses in whih IMFs were emitted with energy below thedetetor threshold. Events in whih one heavy fragment was emitted inorrelation with IMFs, have originated from the fragmentation proesses.The number of events in whih at least one IMF was deteted in additionto one heavy fragment, varied from 10 perent (at 0.65 GeV) to 29 perent(at 12.7 GeV) of the number of events with MH = 1. The mean values ofthe multipliity of IMFs in these events inreased from 1.06 (at 0.65 GeV)to 1.19 (at 12.7 GeV).
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Fig. 3. Distribution of (a) mass and (b) energy of heavy fragments produed inevents withMH = 1 (dotted line) andMH = 2 (solid line) in the 8.8 GeV 4He+209Bireation.Event ross setions were alulated using the expression �i = Fi=NP ,where: Fi was the number of events of a given type per m2; N was the num-ber of target atoms per m2; and P was the number of inident partilesper m2. Calulation unertainties are due to the statistial and sanningerrors, unertainties in the thikness of the target layers, and errors in es-timating the �ux. As a funtion of the inident energy, ross setions areshown in Fig. 4 for prodution of single heavy fragments (MobsIMF = 0) andheavy fragments in orrelation with IMF. For the interations 1.8�4.4 GeV3He+Ag, Au, it has been reported previously [14℄ that the Z-distribution ofIMFs dereases rapidly with inreasing Z. Therefore, one should expet alarger number of events with emission of heavy residue MobsIMF = 0 in orre-lation with IMF with Z < 8. The similarity of the urves in Fig. 4 leadsus to onlude that not only the deep spallation but also the fragmentationproesses play an important role in the formation of the heavy residue. Mea-sured as a funtion of the 4He energy, total ross setions for prodution ofevents with MH = 1 are shown in Fig. 5 together with the orrespondingproton interations data [15,16℄ obtained using a mia trak detetor. Theseross setions may be ompared beause the mia trak detetor is sensitivefor fragments with Z � 15 and in these proton interations heavy singlefragments with projeted trak length greater than 4�m [15℄ and 2�m [16℄have been analyzed. One an observe in Fig. 5 that the ross setions forprodution of heavy residue rise in a similar manner with the projetile en-ergy for both 4He+209Bi and p+209Bi interations. However, the former areabout 1.5 times greater.
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Fig. 4. Cross setions for the prodution of events with a single heavy fragment(squares) and heavy fragment in orrelation with IMF (irles) as a funtion ofinident energy in the 4He+209Bi reation. Lines are drawn for visual aid.

Fig. 5. Cross setions for the prodution of heavy residues in the 4He+209Bi rea-tions: � � present work and p+209Bi: M � [15℄; O � [16℄.Fission events were haraterized by the presene of two heavy fragmentsin orrelation, irrespetive of the existene of oinident IMFs (8 � Z � 20).The number of events with at least one deteted IMF in addition to twoheavy fragments varied from 0.5 perent (at 1.74 GeV) to 6 perent (at 12.7GeV) of the number of all �ssion events. The mean value of the multipliityfor these events was approximately 1.05. It did not vary muh with theprojetile energy.



4212 �. Todorovi¢, A. Djordjevih, S. Savovi¢Fission events with MobsIMF = 0 an be produed by two di�erent meh-anisms [3,6℄. One of them is thermal binary �ssion. Coinidene studieswith relativisti light-ion beams show that thermal binary �ssion events areobserved primarily for peripheral interations and are assoiated with lowmultipliities of neutrons and light harged partiles. The other mehanismis violent. In violent ollisions, the statistial deexitation through emissionof a number of neutrons and light harged partiles or IMFs that annot bedeteted in Makrofol follows the formation of the hot omposite system andthe �ssion ours at the end of the evaporation hain. In order to distinguishthermal binary �ssion events from events withMobsIMF = 0 in whih two heavyfragments are produed after more violent ollisions, we used the dependene�ij(�A), where: �A is a di�erene between the target mass and the sum ofthe heavy fragment masses, and �ij is the relative veloity between �ssionfragments. Two learly separated lusters an be observed in the �ij(�A)graph in Fig. 6 for the 8.8 GeV 4He+209Bi interation. For events with�A < 30, a narrow distribution of relative veloities is entered at a valuewhih orresponds to Viola systematis [17℄ haraterizing the thermal bi-nary �ssion proesses. For larger �A, the ordinate shifts upwards and itsdistribution broadens signi�antly presumably beause of the emission of anumber of neutrons and light harged partiles as well as the emission ofIMF with Z < 8. These events, together with those with at least one IMFregistered in addition to two heavy fragments, form a group of �ssion eventsprodued after violent ollisions.

Fig. 6. Contour plot of the relative veloity between fragments forMobsIMF = 0 eventsas a funtion of the mass loss for the 8.8 GeV 4He+209Bi reation.



Measurement of Cross Setions of Heavy Fragments . . . 4213For events with MobsIMF = 0 produed either in thermal �ssion or vi-olent ollisions, folding angle (�ff ) distributions are shown in Fig. 7 forthe 0.65, 1.74, 5.1 and 8.8 GeV 4He+209Bi interations. The angles weredetermined from diretional unit vetors (f) of the two �ssion fragments:�ff = aros(f1 � f2). For �ssion events produed in violent ollisions, onean observe in Fig. 7 that the folding angle distribution broadens towardssmaller angles and its maximum dereases with inreasing projetile energy.This re�ets the importane of the linear momentum transfer and the in-reasing in�uene of the partile emission (partiularly IMFs with Z < 8)prior to the �ssion proess. The distributions pertaining to thermal �ssionproesses peak around 170�175Æ and do not hange signi�antly with theprojetile energy.

Fig. 7. Folding angle �ff distributions for events with MobsIMF = 0 produed in ther-mal �ssion proesses (dotted line) and violent ollisions (solid line) in the 4He+209Bireation.



4214 �. Todorovi¢, A. Djordjevih, S. Savovi¢As a funtion of the inident energy, ross setions are shown in Fig. 8 forprodution of thermal �ssion events and �ssion events in violent ollisions.One an observe that the ross setion for the former dereases rapidly toabout 3 GeV and slower further on. Conversely, the ross setion for thelatter initially inreases rapidly up to about 3 GeV, slower further on, anddereases thereafter. The high gradients for energies up to 3 GeV an beunderstood in terms of the enhaned energy deposition provided by the exi-tation of � resonanes during the asade, followed by reabsorption of deaypions [14℄. Above about 2 GeV, the ross setions for prodution of �ssionevents in violent ollisions are larger than those for thermal �ssion. This isdue to the rise in the inident energy as the ollisions beome inreasingly vi-olent and only in more peripheral ollisions is the exitation su�iently weekfor the thermal �ssion to our. Moreover, in the violent proess followinga signi�ant emission of neutrons and harged produts, residual nulei areprodued with a mass in the domain of light nulei. For them, the �ssionprobability depends on the exitation energy of the residual nulei (not onthe �ssility parameter) [6℄.

Fig. 8. Cross setions for the prodution of thermal �ssion events (�) and events inviolent ollisions (Æ) as a funtion of the inident energy in the 4He+209Bi reation.Lines are drawn for visual aid.Measured total ross setions for prodution of �ssion events (MH = 2)are shown in Fig. 9 together with the orresponding proton interations data[15,16,18℄ obtained using the mia trak detetor. With inreasing projetileenergy, the derease of the ross setion for the �ssion of 209Bi in interationswith protons is similar to the same for interations with 4He. However, theabsolute magnitudes are about 1.6 times greater for the latter.
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Fig. 9. Cross setions for the prodution of �ssion events in the reations4He+209Bi: � � present work and p+209Bi: M � [15℄; O � [16℄; Æ � [18℄.Results obtained for 4He+209Bi interations show that the �ssion modeweakens while the ross setion for heavy residues inreases with inreasingbombarding energy. A relative measure between the heavy residue forma-tion and prodution of �ssion events may be expressed by the ratio of therespetive ross setions: �HR=�FF. Based on data presented in Fig. 5 andFig. 9, the ratio �HR=�FF equals 0.23, 0.56, 0.9, 1.1 and 1.39 for the proje-tile energies of 0.65, 1.74, 5.1, 8.8 and 12.7 GeV, respetively. The inreaseof �HR=�FF with projetile energy an be attributed to the inrease in theexitation energy of the primary reation residue. As the mean exitationenergy rises, so does the probability of prodution of lower energy partilesand IMFs, whih redues the amount of the primary reation residue andexitation energy. Consequently, �ssion deay is inhibited, extending thesurvival of the heavy residue. 4. ConlusionWe have studied the prodution of heavy fragments in �ssion mass regionin the interations of 0.65, 1.74, 5.1, 8.8 and 12.7 GeV 4He with 209Bi.Based on our measurement of the target fragments with Z � 8, we haveobserved dominant mehanisms for prodution of heavy residue and �ssionfragments. It has been shown that the heavy residues are produed in deepspallation and fragmentation proesses. Signi�ant di�erenes were observedbetween the IMF emission assoiated with �ssion and that assoiated with
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